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Bill to limit U.S. troop use

Congress confers on evacuation
WASHINGTON (API- Legislation to
authorize use of U.S. troops to
evacuate Americans and endangered
Vietnamese from South Vietnam
headed yesterday for a Senate-House
conference amid continuing criticism
of the pace of US withdrawals
Senate and House conferees met in
an effort to resolve differences in
separate measures approved by the
House and Senate on Wednesday
The Senate's $250 million aid bill
contains narrower terms for use of
U S troops than the U27 million House
measure and would channel
humanitarian aid through international
and voluntary agencies
However, it also gives the Ford
administration some flexibility that
could result in some of a 1100 million
contingency fund going for limited
military aid to the Saigon government

Such aid would be tied to the
evacuation process, however
A PENTAGON spokesman said,
meanwhile, that the North Vietnamese
could begin attacking Saigon any time
"They have the capability right, now
of mounting a massive attack." Maj
I'.™ Wynant Sidle said at a briefing for
reporters "Something could happen
any minute from the standpoint of
capability."
And White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said President Ford's
declaration Wednesday night that the
war in Vietnam is over "as far as
America is concerned" does not
represent a major change in U.S.
policy
"What has changed is that the
l*residenl is calling on people to shift
their attention. "Nessen said

He said there still remain things for
the United Slates to do in South
Vietnam, including
stabilizing the
situation, evacuation of Americans and
Vietnamese to whom the US feels a
special obligation."

Vietnam would be as low now if the
measure had been passed
immediately
"The delay on the Hill has. 1 think,
resulted in pressure that has led to a
reduced number." he said

NESSEN ALSO said Ford would still
like Congress to appropriate military
aid funds to help bring about a ceasefire or negotiated settlement
Two weeks have passed since Ford
asked Congress to vote the evacuation
authority, but some senators said that
the failure to act more speedily has
increased pressure on the administration and resulted in faster US
evacuation than would otherwise have
occurred
Sen Alan Cranston (D-Calif i told a
reporter that he doesn't think the
number of Americans in South

Sen Dick Clark iD-lowai. who led
the unsuccessful effort to bar any of
the funds from being used for military
aid. said he thinks it has speeded up
the evacuations but I can't prove that "

Confusion in Saigon continues

A Vietnamese youngilir accompanied by his mother, shouts
for joy after leaving a chartered plan*. They arrived at Travit
Air Fore* Base, California Tuesday following their evacuation
from Vietnam ( AP Wirephoto)

SAIGON lAP) - Attempts to form a
government the Communist side might
deal with hit a snag Thursday Sources
said the man with the best chance of
putting together such a cabinet. Gen
Duong Van "Big" Minli turned down
an offer to take over as premier "with
full powers" and was intent on nothing
less than the presidency
The military command reported only
light and scattered action in the Saigon
region and in the Mekong Delta area to
the south Small engagements also
were reported to the northwest and
northeast
The battlefield situation was almost
at a lull, apparently while the
Communists waited to see if political
moves in Saigon might give them what
they want without an assault on the
capital

BUT NO ONE questioned the grim
assessment that the powerful
Communist-led forces arrayed around
Saigon were in position to move when
they choose
In Washington, a Pentagon
spokesman said the North Vietnamese
"have the capability right now of
mounting a massive attack" on the
South Vietnamese capital
"Something could happen any
minute from the standpoint of
capability." he said
THE SPOKESMAN, Ma) Gen
Wynant Sidle, said North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong forces ring Saigon with
at least 14 divisions, outnumbering
South Vietnamese forces by more than
2tol
Sidle was asked how Americans

could be evacuated if Tan Son Nhut Air
Base on the outskirts of Saigon was
closed He replied that, assuming 1.600
Americans remain in Saigon, it "could
be done in a day" with helicopters,
depending on how much interference
they encountered
In Agana, Guam. Tent City, a modest
trailer park surrounded by barbed wire
and military guards, swelled to
overflowing with 4.300 Vietnamese as
the massive airlift of refugees from
Saigon continued
In Tokyo. North Vietnam's news
agency reported that the Hanoi
Foreign Ministry had charged South
Vietnam with using "ultralethal
asphyxiation
bombs"
against
Communist-led troops at Xuan Loc. 40
miles east of Saigon, on Monday There
was no comment from Saigon

HOWEVER. Clark issued updated
figures reporting that about 1.600
Americans were still in South Vietnam
as of last night. 100 above the 1.500
target set by the administration for
two days earlier
The administration said Wednesday
it had reached the 1.500 target
Including dependents. Clark said the
size of "the American community that
still must be evacuated" is more than
2.200
"I cannot understand why the
evacuation is proceeding so slowly, or
why the administration is taking such
great risks with American lives "
L. DEAN Brown, a retired
ambassador overseeing the massive
evacuation airlifts, said at the State
Department that most of the 12.000
Vietnamese evacuated so far are
relatives of Americans
About 5,000 spaces have been
reserved for Vietnamese considered to
be in a "high risk" category and Brown
said these would include a number of
South Vietnamese who were active in
the controversial Phoenix Program
Directed by U.S. intelligence, the
Phoenix Program was designed in the
late 1960s to ferret out Viet Cong from
areas under Saigon's control

Greek housing shortage disturbs blacks
By Willie Slaughter
Several black student leaders are
discontented with the University
housing policy because of the absence
of black fraternity houses on campus
Milton WiIkes junior IA&SI. and
legal adviser to the Black Student
Union, maintains that numerous social
problems could be eliminated if
adequate housing for the black greek
organizations was provided
"Commons cafeteria Is the only
place to have any kind of social engagement, and it's hard to book dates for
it.'saidWilkes
W1LKES ADDED that there is
inequality in the facilities available to
white and black greek organizations
and that blacks are tired of receiving
promises and no materialistic results
James Williamson, senior iA&S>.
and special events chairman of the

Board of Black Cultural Activities,
believes that a covert racial attitude
exists within the University that
desires to keep black greeks off
campus
"A black greek house on campus
would provide a sense of solidarity for
the black segment of the University
The school doesn't want that." he said
The recruitment of minority students
has decreased, because there is an
inner fear of black social thought "
Fayetta Paulsen, coordinator of
residence programs, denied that there
was an organized attempt to keep
black greek houses off campus

members or a maximum of 46
members, and each fraternity is
required to keep the minimum amount
of residents Some of the fraternities
are having difficulty reaching lull
occupancy. This problem may be
complicated somewhat after todaythe deadline for achieving full
occupancy
When asked about the fairness of
determining housing eligibility by
organizational seniority. Paulsen said
a revision of that rule is being
considered, but a revision may be
detrimental to the present seniority of
some black greek groups

"WE WOULD love to provide
housing for everyone, but that is not
possible at this time." she said
Paulsen said the state Board of
Regents was not funding residence
houses because of the difticulty
involved with keeping them full
Most of the campus greek residences
have room for a minimum of 16

PAULSEN ADDED that blacks are
next in line for housing as soon as it
becomes available.
Hr Richard R Eakin. vice provost
for student affairs, cited the low
percentage of black enrollment in the
past as the prime cause for the lack of
black fraternity houses. Dr. Eakin also
noted that the projected University
enrollment shows a drop from 13,600 in
1985 to 12.905 by 1990. thus eliminating
any justification for further expansion

Brown University
students protest cuts
PROVIDENCE. R.I. lAP) • Black
students, protesting budget cutbacks
they said would make Brown
University "richer and whiter." seized
control of the Ivy League school's
administration building yesterday
About 40 black students entered
University Hall, the administration
building on the College Green, shortly
after Sam. after about 100 black
students surrounded the building
Within hours, more than 400 black and
white students were picketing in
support of those inside
The takeover was peaceful, and all
university officials and employes left

Weather
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the building after the students moved
in
"THE UNIVERSITY has been
insensitive to our demands," a
spokesman for the Third World
Coalition said after the takeover
Brown officials made no immediate
move to call in city police, although
campus officers were present.
A university spokesman said
officials would respond to student
demands that included amnesty for all
taking part in the takeover
Other
demands
included
continuation of financial aid for
minority students at current levels and
more money for recruiting blacks.
THE TAKEOVER followed a fourday boycott of classes last week by
most of the 5.100 students to protest the
austerity budget proposed for next
school year by Brown president Donald
F. Hornig
There are about 450 black students at
Brown.
The boycott ended Saturday after a
committee of the Brown Corporation
rejected many of the student demands
and offered few concessions. The
Brown Corporation is to take final
action on the budget in June.

Dr Charles L Means, vice provost
for minority affairs, said he is in favor

of campus fraternity houses for blacks,
but added that there is a financial
drawback
"We should have housing on campus
for the black greek organizations, but
there is a shortage of funds which must
be realistically considered." said Dr
Means

DR. MICHAEL R Ferrari, vice
president of resource planning, voiced
similar sentiments, saying the
University needs black greek housing
but the current budget would not
facilitate expansion
According to Dr Ferrari. "60 to 70
per cent of the budget is allocated to

building upkeep alone " Dr Ferrari
said that renovation of buildings was
not a favorable solution to the problem
but the most feasible answer at this
time
He said he regrets that Offenhauer
West had not been utilized to house
some black greek organizations

Dorm adjusts curtains
Residents of Kreischer Quad will
have their drapes lowered at the end of
the quarter, according to David J
Neuman. assistant to the University
architect
The action will be taken because the
drapes, currently in the process of
being distributed to residents, were
made too short for the window size by
the manufacturer
The new drapes will be lengthened
between spring and summer quarters.
Neuman said
He also said he has received
complaints from residents about the
short length but added that he does not
think the curtains are short enough to

allow anyone to see inside
HOWEVER. SOME quad residents
disagree with Neuman
Daniel L Krause. Darrow Hall
director, said. "You can see below
them (the drapes I. particularly on the
first floor "
Krause said the space between the
bottom of the drapes and the window
sill averages about one inch.
"Some students have already
lowered the hem in the drapes to insure
their privacy," he added
Other quad residents are dissatisfied
with the drapes' ability to keep out
light because of their color.

"THE SUN comes through the
curtains and wakes you up at six in the
morning." Margaret A. Malkuian.
freshman I AM), said
Another resident. Kathleen M
Waldron. freshman <A4S> agreed
with Malkuian and'said. "The drapes
make it hard to sleep during the day. I
don't like them at all."
Because of this situation. Neuman
said any resident unhappy with the new
drapes may exchange them for the old
drapes until the end of the quarter.
He also said those residents of the
quad that did not receive their lounge
chair would be getting them soon

Info center
a possibility
Construction of a main University entrance, which might eventually include an information
center for visitors, is underway in
parking lot six. across from Campbell Hill Road
James E Hof, vice president for
public services, said he hopes an
information center can be built at
the entrance but that plans are
"still premature."
Hof said he has a plan for a
center and "if it came through, it
could really be classy and make
one heck of an information
center." But he said he cannot
release the details at this time
The center could be automated
so that visitors could dial a
number for information, but Hof
laid he hoped students could staff
the booth. He said he thought students would be willing to do it and
that they would provide a warmer
welcome for visitors.
Hof said the idea of having an
information booth at a University
entrance is being encouraged by
Alpha Phi Omega, the service
organization.
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ford, kennedy concerned

eDIT8RiaLS
use troops only
as a last resort
The final act of American involvement in Vietnam is now, hopefully,
being performed
The Senate yesterday approved the allocation ol $250 million for
humanitarian aid for South Vietnam and for the evacuation of threatened
Americans and Vietnamese from that country The House will probably
approve the measure
The Senate bill provides the President with the authority to use
American troops for evacuation if necessary The President was
provided with this authority despite a recent Harris Survey, which
showed that 68 per cent of those polled were against deploying U.S.
troops to evacuate persons from South Vietnam
Those opposed to the use of I'S troops for evacuation fear the
possibility of a clash between American and communist forces, which
could cause continued American military involvement in South Vietnam.
There is also the chance that American troops might clash with South
Vietnamese forces fearful of being left behind during the evacuation
effort
American troops should be used as only a last resort

If he uses the

armed forces, the President runs the risk of plunging the United States
into another Vietnam conflict.

WASHINGTON -President Ford and
Senator Edward M Kennedy share a
dilemma
Present circumstances
inhibit both men from advocating a
new inquiry into the assassination of
President Kennedy
Yet both are keenly aware of and
perturbed by the steadily increasing
volume of data challenging the Warren
Commission's conclusion that Lee
Harvey Oswald was the lone gunman
on that black day in Dallas in 1963
Ted Kennedy's dilemma is the most
agonizing
As the brother of the slain presidentand of the slain Robert Kennedy-Ted
Kennedy inwardly recoils at the
prospect of a reopened inquiry into one
or both cases, the mass of publicity
that would result, the need to relive
those horrible episodes and the trauma
that would be revisited upon the
members of the Kennedy family
MOREOVER, A CALL for a new
investigation would bring down on him
hordes of those who honestly believe
they have new information, plus even
greater numbers of "kooks" and
conspiratorial-minded fanatics who
already besiege his mail and his
Capitol Hill office

(1M

J.F. terHonl

Still others would term such a
Kennedy call for an inquiry a political
move, designed to whip up public
sympathy for a Ted Kennedy campaign
for the presidency in 1976-an office he
insists he is not seeking.
For obvious reasons. Kennedy could
not favor a new probe into the death of
one brother without favoring similar
investigation of the other, particularly
since both are now clouded with
suspicions of other participants in the
crimes
My brothers are dead, he tells those
who pressure him. No amount of
further investigating will bring them
back to life Please understand my
position.
Mr Ford's position is different but
no less difficult. As a member of the
Warren Commission, he is a signatory
to the official report that Oswald was
the solo slayer.
OF
THAT
SEVEN-member
bipartisan panel, only a few still live
For Ford to challenge their work is
something he finds unseemly.
More importantly, Mr Ford finds
himself constrained by his office
Rightly
or
wrongly,
he
feels
intensely that a presidential call for a
new
inquiry
into the Dallas
assassination would have implications
and reverberations that go far beyond

the merits of such action
Indeed, he suspects some persons
would accuse him as well as Ted
Kennedy of trying
to capitalize
politically on the mounting public
interest in a second look al John
Kennedy's death
Yet. like Ted Kennedy, who lunched
privately the other day with former
CIA Director John McCone. the
president is deeply concerned about
recent developments and detailed
studies of the Zapruder film of the
Dallas shooting which suggest that
President Kennedy might have been
the victim of a plot
ABOUT A MONTH ago Mr Ford
checked out the wording of the Warren
Commission's report and thus was
prepared to answer the surprise
question he received at his April 3 news
conference in San Diego
The Warren panel, Mr Ford said,
found no evidence of a conspiracy,
foreign or domestic
Yet. as every law student knows, the
absence of evidence does not mean a
conspiracy didn't exist but only that it
hadn't been proved to exist.
The president said he would have the
Rockefeller Commission look into
allegations of CIA linkage to the
Kennedy slaying in Dallas
Unfortunately that is not likely to lay
the matter to rest because the
executive director of the Rockefeller
Commission
on
CIA
misconduct
happens to be David W Belin. who was
an assistant counsel on the Warren
Commission and is a stout believer in
the single assassin theory
FRESH SUSPICION in the public s
mind- disconcerting to both Mr Ford
and Ted Kennedy-was whetted this
week by the statement of Richard

Bissell. head of the CIA's "dirty
tricks" division during John Kennedy's
administration.
that
high-ranking
intelligence officials discussed plans to
assassinate
Cuba
Premier
Fidel
Castro
Bissell said the idea was vetoed by
then CIA Director Allen Dulles, whom
McCone succeeded in November 1961
The
importance
of
Bissell s
testimony is that it adds credence to a
theory of some Warren Commission
critics who believe that anti-Castro
Cubans were out to get even with John
Kennedy because his Bay of Pigs
adventure failed to liberate Cuba
Since it's clear that demands for a
new inquiry into John Kennedy's death
are mounting, not diminishing, it may
be time for Congress to reopen the
case

REPRESENTATIVE

HENRY

B

Gonzales of Texas has such a
resolution currently pending before the
House Rules Committee But it's not
likely to get far because it's opposed by
House Speaker Carl Albert, who would
have the responsibility of picking the
members of the investigatory panel
There are many other ways to devise
a responsible group to check into the
Kennedy assassination
Indeed,
to
be
credible,
the
membership of such an investigatory
body should be as far removed from
politics as possible
Doing that would not be easy, but it
would be the only kind of panel likely to
overcome the dilemma of Ted Kennedy
and President Ford while, most
importantly, answering the question of
a cover-up or a conspiracy regarding
the tragedy of November 22. 1963
Copyright.
197S.
Universal
Press
Syndicate Detroit news

status centers around cocaine
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the first of
two consecutive column* by Nicholas
Von Hoffman on the (abject of the lew
cocaine culture rooted la the Callforala
entertainment world.

'I'M QUirriWTHISGAME— I JUST PGNTHAVE JBRRY fDRD'S POWERS OF CCH&MrRATlOW

Leirers
save beer

Concerning
Hep
Gene
Dam
Schroder's proposed bill to prohibit
beer or liquor sales at state-supported
universities. I would just like to point
out a significant fact
l( the bill has the 37 full sponsors Ih.it
Rep Damschroder claims, the bill has
a very good chance ot passing'
People
have to write to him
expressing their views I have and I
encourage everyone to do the same
Send to
Rep Gene Damschroder
Ohio House ol Representatives
Columbus. Ohio

It is up to us
Tom Hoffman

mCoaklin

lost word
about coach
When I wrote an article criticizing
part of Pat Haley s coaching strategy I
relerred to a comment I was told was
attributed to Bob Knight ol Indiana
Coach Knight's letter, as printed in
the April 17
News, claims tinstatement wasn't his and. therefore. I
apologize to him lor relcmng to the
comment as it was related to me by a
close friend and lollower of Indiana
basketball
My feelings about Pat Haley are the
same as they were when I wrote my
letter prior to spring break i which. Mr
Lesko are the same as they were
during the '73'74 season i
There have always been things about
Haley's style of coaching that I
admired, but these were outweighed by
the other factors which I mentioned
earlier
THE EVENTS I mentioned were not
the only examples of what I feel was
suboptimal coaching, but were the
most recent examples which would
have easily been remembered by fans
of this years campaign
I realize John Wooden didn't start
out as the most winning coach in
basketball yet 1 don't really think that
Bowling Green should prove as the
first training
experience in the
coaches'
college i major college i
career
My apologies again to Bob Knight
and to Pat Haley if my letter caused
him any discomfort or pain other than
the worry of whether he'll be rehired
In this
"firm"
as
in
most
corporations, the discontent of one
minor "shareholder" will not make the

BEVERLY
HILLS.
Calif .--Td
rather have two Pacemakers than one
Mercedes." a woman was overheard to
say the other day while having dinner
in a restaurant that charges only
slightly less than $5 a string bean

Nicholas

von Hoffman

While the rest ot America worries
and wonders how it will make it to the
next paycheck, the problem here is
how to spend it and spend it so
everybody can see you're spending it

"board" alter
its strategy for
operations Thus I'm confident that
you will be here again next year
When this occurs, I wish you and the
team the best ol luck I'd still like to
see the Alma Mater" win the MAC
and gain a national reputation as a
winner rather than keep the role of
second place
John I 'it [u.iii
525 Thurstin St

worthless
course
In reply to Ms Doerflein s cheap
attack on Tom Meyrose's teacher
evaluation, all I can say is (hat she
should be "lucky" enough to sit
through one ol Mrs Parnell's classes
As an undergraduate enrolled in the
college ol Arts and Sciences. 1. like Mr
Mcvrosc. must fulfill the language
requirement Having taken three years
ot high school German. I found myself
needing eighl hours of German above
the 103 level
Consulting
my
trusty
course
handbook. I saw a German culture
course, level 315. which occupied four
credit hours t'ntortunately. I signed
up for it I say unfortunately because I
have never taken a more worthless
course and I doubt if I ever will
Ms Doerflein states that only the
' immature
students particularly
those undoubtedly headed lor low
grades" would make such a "malicious
attack
I cannot vouch for Mr
MeyroM'l academic standing in the
class, but 1 can vouch for his maturity
1. FOR ONE. did not get a "low
grade, unless a C is now considered
scholastically low And to say that I am
immature-well,
that's
subjective
However. I do attack Mrs Parnell. not
for an "imagined grievance." but for a
real one. lack of teaching ability
NOT ONLY did I waste four credit
hours, but I learned absolutely nothing
in the five weeks that Mrs. Parnell
"taught" the course
As a matter of fact. I cannot honestly
say that I was there all of the time to
witness such a whiz in the classroom
Hell no. I went the first week, which
was more than enough for me. The last
four weeks of the course I occupied my
time during that class with more
worthwhile projects like calculus and
chemistry homework
Each of the three times I went to
class during those four weeks, my
opinion of Mrs. Parnell's teaching
methods was lowered considerably I
have never been so glad to take a final

exam in my life- that meant the end ot
the horrible ordeal
Ms Doerflein. I do not know you
personally and I do not wish to make an
enemy of you
However, if you
"struggled so long to develop" a
program such as the one I just suffered
through,
then your
time was
completely wasted
Perhaps the program would meet a
more agreeable response if it were
better equipped with competent profs
Of course, this calls for the removal
of some of the present professors in the
department I. like the other 30 or 40
students in German 315 last quarter,
can certainly oblige the University
with the name of one such prof!
Mike Dobbins
277 Rodgers

challenge
the myth
I really can't understand what goes
through the minds of peole like Gene
Damschroder. the representative who
wants to outlaw 3 2 beer sales on state
university campuses
Is this an extremely pressing matter
lor the legislature to consider? This
act is as symbolic as some wacked-out
revolutionary group (the Mayonnaise
People's Army, for example I blowing
up a toilet stall In the men's room
His bill does nothing but reduce sales
revenue for stale universities. If a
student wants to drink, he has two feet
and can head uptown anyway
The people of Ohio will not be better
off in any way because of this bill.
HE FURTHER complicates the
issue with his statement that the
faculty can drink because they're "not
learning anymore" (I'm sure most
instructors would take issue with that. I
And the part about "children" of 18
not needing to relax is a very distorted
perspective on student drinking indeed
The biggest group of children I've
seen are not here on campus, but in
Columbus, where our state legislature
fiddles while Rome burns
They
concern
themselves with
pressing issues of the day like on
campus beer sales.
They form committees endlessly.
and at the end of session when they're
a
year
behind
in
legislative
accomplishments,
they
resort
to
"logjamming" and pass a number of
bills before they know what they're
voting on
DAMSCHRODER IS a part of this
group of "children." and I don't think

they need to relax at any age until they
put their own house in order
If he really believes that older people
can handle their liquor belter, without
■ accounting for the individual decision
and responsibility of each person who
drinks, then he is guilty of ageism
This is a form of discrimination like
racism or sexism, only not as widely
challenged
Many
people
still
perpetrate the myth of "you're not
getting older- you're getting better "
A good look at "grown-ups" like
Gene Damschroder will certainly
dispel this myth
Ron Gibson
310 Prout

blame
both parties
Mr Audey. I wish to make to make
two corrections in your guest column
"Two Sides to the Conflict." The man
who inspired the "Aliyah Bet" (Great
Migration i to Israel was Theodor
Herzl. not "Han". Also, the name of
the British Zionist is Chaim Weizmann.
not "Clarm Weirzmann "
Second. I do not believe that Mr
Lachman was ignoring the fact that
there is a second side to the ArabIsraeli
conflict
But you
have
apparently forgotten how many Jews
were killed, not only in World War II.
but in pogroms from centuries ago
Do you deny any Jew the right to a
homeland among his own people.
where he may fight freely for
independence'' The diaspora was and is
necessary.
I AM TOTALLY against war. Mr
Audey. but it is naive to assume that a
people can be oppressed and not fight
for freedom Soil is with the Jews
Can you ignore that fact that many
Jews are not allowed to emigrate from
Russia?
Aren't you aware of the many Arab
terrorist raids in which innocent
Israelis were killed?
Your history of Israel might be
impressive,
but
you have
not
mentioned the real reason for its
creation: a place where Jews could
live in religious freedom which does,
by the way. exist for all Israeli
citizens, not just Jews, in Israel.
Yes. there are two sides to the
Mideast conflict. But you've got a lot of
zhutzpah trying to blame it all on
Israel'

SueE Hayward
416 East Sixth St.
Perrysburg. Ohio

At Mr Guy's you can achieve the
much sought-after rich, casual look by
paying $32 50 for a blue denim work
shirt Females can spend $175 for a
pair of imported French jeans that
come pre patched or embroidered with
flowers in the crotch.
It has come home to you that you can
buy anything and do anything, and
you've got to do it How do you solve
your problem'' You get into cocaine
"The status symbol is how large your
stash is and how casually you're
willing to part with it." says one music
industry person
I know guys who
take out the little bottle and. when they
pass it around, they'll say. Go easy on
that, man Its got to last me to next
payday ' And I know ladies-you know
those kinds ol chicks you used to see at
Acapulco in bikinis with the little gold
chain around the waist and the small
silver-wrought fish on the neck. well,
you see those ladies now in $1,000
worth of blue jeans, the same amount
or more in Indian or turquoise jewelry
But 'his time they have a little spoon
hanging from the neck and $2,000 worth
of cocaine in their purse
It's said that the prices on tiny
antique European gold and silver
spoons have gone out of sight The
same must be true for miniature inlaic.
or enameled boxes in which to carry
the precious stuff
Precious is the word lor it "The
going price runs anywhere from $65 to
$150 a gram says another music type
"depending on how many times it's
been stepped on and the reliability ot
the source "
To step on it means to cut it. and it is
frequently cut with imported Italian
baby powder, quinine or procaine--for
the white market
SPEED IS MORE in favor in the
black community Since coke is a
rather swift drug itself, the effect of
mixing it with uppers must be more
than a little racey-spacey
The best and cheapest cocaine is
doctor-prescribed The word is that
some doctors have been prescribing it
for an imaginary epidemic of piles
That has given rise to a certain
number of scatological jokes here, but
as one observer of this newest example
of conspicuous consumption says.
"Prescription cocaine is only for real
rich guys. That kind of doctor will only
deal with somebody who's got more to
lose than himself. It's a Beverly Hills

trip."
Everybody else has to buy from a
dealer Who the big dealers are is an
unsettled question. Some people say
it's American Indians who. at long last,
have found their own racket to latch on
to.
YOU GET THE usual talk about the
Mafia and drugs, but that's hard to run

down
There's a portion of this
community
which
is
perpetually
smitten with gangster love so that its
next to impossible to separate the real
hoods, of which there is a sufficiency,
from the imaginary ones
Some of them here no talk like
their own television shows Contracts
and hit men--Hollywood doesn't know
if it's making the "Godfather" or
living it
Also in dispute is how large or small
a segment of this part of the
entertainment business is in the
cocaine culture-they say in Nashville
they don't even smoke pot-or whether
the record companies really do
routinely use coke as payola to get
their releases radio air play
There's no doubt, however, that the
drug is respected as a medium of
exchange
One of our best-known rock stars is
supposed to have an entire goldfish
bowl of it. worth an estimated quarter
of a million dollars, in his house with
red-flocked wallpaper, babv swimming
pools in the bathrooms with the gold
plumbing fixtures and two bodyguards
armed with machine guns to guard it
all
"It holds its value better than art in a
recession, and if you get part of your
legal lees in it. you don't pay taxes on
the profits." explained a music man
who stopped coking and has gone back
to booze.
"1 knew this stufl wasn't as harmless
as they say when 1 saw a friend of mine
in the business, a $500-a-week snorter,
use up a box of Kleenex a day. And the
guy doesn't know it He really thinks
he's had the same cold for two years."
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Reporter discusses
newspapers' role

newsnotes
Understaffed

By Norms Steele

COLUMBUS i API-Ohio's chief mental health official
warned today he will begin releasing selected committed
mental patients this fall unless funds to properly staff
state institutions are available
Dr. Timothy B Moritz. director of the Department of
Mental Health and Mental Retardation, gave the warning
first to the House Judiciary Committee Wednesday night.
He repeated it yesterday morning to a statehouse news
conference.
Dr Moritz who described the situation in some
institutions as "grossly substandard.'' said he may have to
notify the courts that he no longer can accept involuntary
patients because they cannot receive proper care

"I do see a change of the public's perspective • of
journalists." Michael Putney, a National Observer reporter
said yesterday in an informal rap session
"As a society, we look for heroes We now have some kind
of pop journalism heroes I don't think they presented
themselves as such they were created," he said
Putney spoke to a group of about 30 people as part of the
fifth annual Journalism Week presentation
Putney, who is currently writing features and
investigative pieces for The National Observer, spoke of
press credibility "I'm a great believer in the marketplace
People are going to read it la publication! or not going to
read it It will succeed or fail on its own merit People will
gravitate toward quality "

Fed data
WASHINGTON i API-Consumers are being deprived of
practically all the Federal Reserve's data about the best
terms on bank loans and savings accounts, the Consumers
Union says
Peter H Schuck. director of the private organization's
Washington office, on Wednesday endorsed legislation by
Rep Wright Patman 111 Tex I for a thorough audit of the
Ked by the congressional watchdog agency, the General
Accounting Office
Instead of keeping secret the information gathered from
banks, the Ked ought to be prodded to collect information
needed by consumers and to disseminate it widely. Schuck
told a House banking subcommittee
After public pressure and congressional hearings, the
Fed recently agreed to furnish results of its bank surveys
on one narrow category of loans, consumer installment
credit loans
The Fed still keeps to itself results of its surveys on at
least 50 other issues. Schuck said
The Federal Reserve is. in effect, the nation's central
bank It handles trillions of dollars of transactions
annually and buys and sells billions of dollars of
government securities

Last chance
LISBON. Portugal i API-Moderate Portuguese
politicians believe the election today for an assembly that
will write a new constitution is the last chance for
democracy in Portugal
The election was promised a year ago as the first really
free vote in Portuguese history But the leftist military
rulers have banned several parties they consider too far to
the right or left and have dictated the outlines of the
constitution that the assembly is to write.
However, the moderate Socialist and Popular
Democratic parties feel that together they will emerge
with a large enough majority in the assembly to make
resoundingly clear that the country isn't ready for the kind
of socialism being decreed from the top

Terrorists
STOCKHOLM. Sweden (AP>-Terrorists broke into the
West German Embassy here, killed one man and took a
dozen hostages before an explosion blew up part of the
building shortly before midnight yesterday-7 p m EDT
There was a tremendous flash and explosion on the top
floor of the four-story embassy building and flames
belched from half the structure
The terrorists had threatened to blow up the building
with nearly 35 pounds of TNT if the police tried to storm
the building No such attempt had been made
They also had threatened to kill the West German
ambassador and the other hostages unless 26 members of
the anarchist Beader-Meinhoff gang were freed from
German jails, given $520,000 and flown to an undisclosed
country

HE SAID he hasn't given much thought to the National
News Council, a 15 member council formed to handle public
complaints about the media "My gut reaction is that I am
not much in favor of the idea " The National Observer,
however, has "encouraged their readers to become active
participants." he said
"The fewer the laws the better." Putney said when
questioned about press regulation However, he admitted
that there is "always a potential for abuse "
"It's hard to know who's leading whom." Putney said in
discussing the press and government "Henry Kissinger
plays the press like a violin But Henry Kissinger needs the
press and the press needs him
"The press tried to say what Nixon was for a long time."
he commented "I think the people got what they deserved
But the business of government didn't stop because of
Watergate."

_
|
DOrk

| ,
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This Carman Shepherd appears te be barking up the wrong tree at he waits
far hit owner. The dog has chewed off all the bark that it new lying en the
ground. (Newtpheto by Dan Feicht)

Men charged with arson
NEW HAVEN. Conn
i API - Ten men from three
states, including a company
president and his spiritual
adviser, were charged yes
terday with bombing a $10
million Sponge Rubber Products plant, the largest
arson case in FBI history
One of those arrested was
the Rev David I. Bubar of
Memphis. Venn . a Baptist
minister .nut self proclaimed psychic who
several weeks before the
March 1 explosion had
predicted a catastrophe
there
He was an adviser to
Charles D Moeller of CMdersville. Ohio, president of
the plant's parent firm. Ohio
Decorative Products
MOELLER WAS charged
with six federal arson
related counts as a result of
alleged payment of S35.O0O in
company funds to Bubar
The money was traced to
five other defendants

Three or more synchronized dynamite blasts ripped
through the two and-a half
block plant at 11 30 p m on
a Saturday night, and 24
drums of gasoline fueled the
ensuing inferno, federal
indictments said The blast
idled about 900 employes of
the company's five-plant
complex, and 300 remain
jobless
A "coast to coast'' investigation also led to charges
against eight Pennsylvania
men for allegedly plotting
the bombing over a two and
one half month period
THREE OF them also
were charged with being the
masked intruders who kid
naped three security men
less than an hour before the
explosions The three, the
only employes in the plant.
were later released
unharmed
FBI Special Agent
Thomas R Dugan and other

authorities refused to disclose the apparent motive to
avoid prejudicial pretrial
publicity
However a complicated
lease option arrangement
with the previous plant
owner. B.G Goodrich Co.
stated that any fire insu
ranee benefits would go to
Sponge Rubber Products
But the company still owed
the bulk of the $13 million
purchase price to B K Goodrich
EIGHT WERE accused of
being at the plant on the day
of the explosion They were
identified as Bubar. 47. who
was assigned to a project
there. Dennis C Tiche. 28.
and Michael J Tishe. 22.
both of Rovers. Pa . John W
Shaw, 28. Pittsburgh.
Anthony A Just. 48. Greensburg. Pa . Ronald D
Betres. 32. Donald 1.
Conners. 40. and Albert R
Coffev.43. all of Butler. Pa

B.G.S.U. SHUTTLE BUS SURVEY

Every Sunday Special!

yes

no

"US Aquatics" is the
theme chosen for the University Swan Club's 29th annual swim show which will
be presented at 8 30 tonight,
and Saturday in the University Natatorium
"Our theme has to do with
the Bicentennial and I think
that we're the first group to
do anything of that sort."
said Ins Andrews, professor
of physical education and recreation and director of the

4. How often do you think you would ride this bus;1 daily
3-5 times a week
rarely
never
'.

I

SUNO»Y FAMH.V PACK

►nly$J59
save 82*

5. How would you like to pay for it? individual ride tickets
(estimated at 15<)
quarterly pass
increase in general fee
6. Would you ride the bus downtown at night if it ran then? yes ■
no
|

I
510E.WOOSTERST.
BOWLING GREEN

Burger Chef
Cnn--9*l If TS !,«>*• C**" Sr»W«* "

OUR AUDIENCE is "white, middle class, suburban
America." Putney said "A lot of our readers use the
National Observer as a supplemental publication " He said
he is frustrated that there is not more writing about
American minorities.
"I guess there is a little Archie Bunker in all of us." he
said
"What sets us apart from other publications is that our
renewal rate is among the highest of any publication in the
United States." Putney said "Something like 70 per cent
are renewed."
•
"I love reporting," Putney said. "And plan to keep on
being a reporter It's a puzzle-a matter of putting together
the pieces You find one piece and that leads to another
piece "
Putney has worked as news director for radio stations
KFRfi and KCGM in Columbia. Missouri and as news editor
for the Daily Tribune in Columbia before joining the
National Observer staff

can get their hands on to
read, they really appreciate." said Sharon Burnworth, sophomore I Ed I. a
volunteer working with the
Veteran's Club on the book
drive. "They especially
appreciate Playboy, Ebony,
and sports magazines '
BURNWORTH explained
that the purpose of the drive

is simply as a service to
hospitalized
veterans.
"We're not going to make
any money out of this." she
added
The drive began Monday,
and will continue to the end
of the quarter Members of
the club will distribute the
books to Veterans hospitals
in Cleveland. Cincinnati and
Dayton

Bicentennial swim show theme

3. What times during the day would you find this system most
beneficial?

VOu fftl * SuO*> Sr>*l ao^flSntl tCr-MMOWQV
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Coffey. Just and Ronald
Betres were charged in
state warrants with kidnaping the plant's security men.
a charge carrying a maximum penalty of life impn
sonment
Dugan called the case the
largest bombing ever investigated by the FBI
The federal indictments
charge the ten with conspi
racy, interstate transports
tion in aid of racketeering,
racketeer influence and
federal bombing statutes
The state warrants charge
all but Moeller with arsonrelated violations

Members of the University Veterans' Club are collecting reading materials
this quarter that will be distributed to Veterans Hospitals throughout Ohio
Magazines of all kinds and
paperback books are being
accepted at a collection box
near the information desk in
the Union
"Anything the veterans

2. If yes, what stops would you like included in the routes?

\—

Coffey and Dennis Tiche
were still at large yesterday, authorities said

Veterans' Club collects books,
j reading material for hospitals

Student Government is doing something. Along with the campus transportation department we are working on the possibility of running shuttle buses
around campus, downtown, and to and from outlying apartments beginning
next fall Much planning and experimenting has been done. The rest depends on
you We want your opinions. PLEASE answer the following questions honestly
so thai we can continue to work on this project the way you want us to.
PLKASK return this survey to any dorm main desk, the Union information
desk, any fraternity or sorority, or mail it via Campus Mail to the SUA Office.
Room 405. Student Services Building Thank you a whole lot. (See article for
more information i
1. Do you favor the idea?

Peter Betres, 43. also of
Butler, was charged with
conspiracy.

HE DESCRIBED the National Observer as being
"moderate, middle-of-the-road, occasionally too bland, with
no editorial point of view " All editorials are signed by th«
writer and reflect personal, rather than administrative,
positions
Putney described the National Observer as "a weekly
magazine on newsprint " It has a circulation of 550.000 and
is published by Dow Jones and Company. UK., maintaining
an autonomous editorial staff
Based in Washington, I) C . with bureaus in San Francisco
and Chicago, the 14-year old National Observer is just now
starting to financially support itself
One of the main thrusts of the National Observer is the
business of living or consumer affairs, according to Putney.
"We are also devoted to book, art and theater reviews," he
added
"Many ol our readers live in cities where good reviews
are not provided." Putney explained. "And they want to
know whether to go see a show "

7. Would you be interested in working on this project with us? yes .
no
If yes, name and phone
|
8 Would you be interested in a job as the bus driver? yes !
no
If yes, name and phone
|

club. "We're really excited
about it," she added.
The opening number of the
show is a battle between the
Redcoats and the Minute
Men. followed by a routine
by Renee Montplarsir de
pecting Betsy Ross Other
numbers include the
Kentucky Derby, the
Keystone Cops and the
Greatest Show on Earth
The show's finale will
include both Swan Club and

members of the University
men a swimming team in a
medley of George M Cohen
tunes played by the University marching band
Tickets are now on sale
from noon - 4 p.m. at the
Women's Building and will
be sold at the Natatorium
office before performances
each night Student tickets
are $1 while adult tickets
cost $150.

Good luck, Curt.

CO-OP ELECTIONS
FOR 75-76 OFFICERS
TUESDAY APRIL 29, 9:00 P.M.
100 CENTREX BUILDING
OPEN TO ALL CO-OP MEMBERS
PARTY AFTERWARDS
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Media bias discussed by news team
By Rick Snim
Better election coverage,
syndicated television news
and media union disputes
were
predicted
by
Washington. DC husband
and wife news team Bob and
Betty Endicott
The Endicotls informally
discussed journalism with
about
SO students and
professors Wednesday night
in the Alumni Room, Union
Executive director of
Washington s
WRC TV
news.
Mrs
Endicott
explained
that
rotating
reporters' assignments on
candidates
would
help
minimize media bias in
upcoming elections
Previously, an
NBC
reporter
covering
the
victorious
presidential
candidate
automatically
became a White House
reporter,
said
Mrs
Endicott
Mr
Endicott. the NBC
White House correspondent,
predicted the extinction of
television networks due to
emphasis on local news and
the emergence of cable TV
Once cable TV gets off

the ground, there will be a
thirst for TV news." Mr
Endicott said, adding that
an "all news" channel might
fulfill this thirst
MRS.
ENDICOTT
commented
that
local
television would expand and
concentrate more on documentaries and magazineform productions
Dissatisfaction with the
union of technical workers
NABET
(National
Association of Broadcast
Employes and Technicians I,
was expressed by both
Endicotls
NABET members demand
their work assignments 48
hours in advance and retain
the right to walk away from
a story if it's lunch lime.
they said
Mrs Endicott called these
demands "ridiculous" and
her husband predicted that
the union would eventually
talk itself out of jobs
Watergate improved the
public's opinion of the press
when everyone discovered
"those sensational stories
out of Washington were

true." Mrs. Endicott noted
Mr Endicott pointed out
the need to follow up on
While House press secretary
Ron Nessen's information.
"You don't need the press
secretary to be a good
reporter He's a PR man."
Mrs. Endicott said
"NOW I think they'll

believe almost everything,
and that's not good," she
added
Mrs
Endicott denied
losing "whatever feminity
is" and her husband denied
giving up his masculinity
when they discussed their
working relationship.
Mr
Endicott described

their mutual professional
respect
and
love
as
important factors in their
lives
Mrs Endicott said her
executive
position
was
"fascinating
work"
and
added that she felt she had
gained a mutual respect
with her colleagues while

local briefs

reporting with WRC
She admitted that some
women get jobs because
they're women but keep
them because they're good
The couple work around
their schedules with devices
such as car pools and
housekeepers to raise two
pre-school aged children

Permanent speed limit urged
COLUMBUS
(AP)--A
House committee formally
recommended
yesterday
permanent enactment of the
55 mile per hour speed limit,
but with a
15 m.p h
allowance for drivers before
they are assessed license
penalty points.
The House Highways and
Highway Safety Committee
voted out a bill that would
forgive points to speeders
under
Ohio's
habitual
offenders law if they are
driving over 55 but under 70
mph
The bill ignores a strong
federal
recommendation
against establishment of any

dual system in enforcement
of the lower speed limit,
which was instituted in
January of last year as a
fuel conservation measure

THE COMMITTEE was
shown a copy of a letter
yesterday from the US
Senate
Public
Works
Committee, urging that "the
55 mile per hour speed limit
should be comparable to the
enforcement of other speed
limits
"A two-tier system of
penalties for violating speed
limits particular!)
when
there are lesser penalties
for faster driving-is clearly

in violation of the law and. in
fact,
could
encourage
violations."
the Senate
committee said in a letter to
the US Department of
Transportation
The Ohio Transportation
Department
has
been
advised by federal officials
that using a point system
should "assess points for
violation of the 55 m.p h in
the same manner as was
accepted
practice under
previously posted limits "
"I DON'T feel that the
federal officials are going to
come in and mandate that
we charge points." said

chairman
Arthur
R.
Bowers.
ID-98.
Steubenvillel. "And until they do
we're not going to do it "
Under the state's habitual
offender law. motorists can
lose their operator's license
if they amass 12 points for
moving violations over a
two-year period
The state faces a cut off of
federal highway funds if the
legislature does not make
the temporary 55 in p h lawpermanent by June 30 The
temporary
statute
also
provides the 15 m.p.h. point
allowance for speeders

Jazz lab bands
The 1975 edition of the University Jazz Lab Bands will
present their final concert of the year Sunday at 2:30 p.m
in the Grand Ballroom. Union
Donations of si will be collected at the door to help
defray expenses The program is open to the public

Pianist
Pianist Frances Burnett, a faculty member in the
University College of Musical Arts, will present a concert
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Recital Hall
She has received University grants for advanced study in
Salzburg and has toured in the United States and Europe
The concert is free and open to the public

HRA movie
The Human Rights Alliance and Cultural Boost will cosponsor a film titled "Introduction to the Enemy." in
which the Vietnamese people are portrayed through
interviews conducted in April. 1974 by Jane Fonda and
Tom Hayden
The film depicts the other side of people usually
regarded as either victims or " the faceless enemy."
It will be shown Monday at 8 30 and 9 45 p m in 105
Hanna Hall
There will be an admission fee of 25 cents

Correction
The current academic area departmental budget pool is
$3,110,000. and a $311,000 increase for next year was
requested
Yesterday's News reported that the pool is $311,000 and
that the requested increase was $31.100

Black concert

THE
DEN
10th

A series of art songs and solo music by black composers
will be presented Sunday at 8 p m in the Reciul Hall of
the Music Building
The concert is free and open to the public

Correction
HOT IN CAR HEATERS AVAILABLE(0PTi
PORTAGE

THE NEWS

DRIVE-IN THEATRE

ADVERTISING
STAFF
INADVERTANTLY
PUT THE WRONG
DATES IN

NOW! FRIDAY THRU SUNDAY
OPEN 7:30 - SHOW 8:30
THE FUNNIEST STOCK-ANDBULL
ADVENTURE TO EVER HIT
LIVINGSTON MONTANA!

YESTERDAYS

wm

AD FOR THE

GIGOLO

ANNIVERSARY
SALE
CAKE IS FINE, BUT TRUE SAVINGS ARE MUCH
MORE IMPORTANT, AND WE HAVE FANTASTIC
BIG FAT SA VINGS DURING OUR 1 Oth ANNIVERSARY
EXAMPLES
JEANS FOR "GUYS AND GIRLS"

12*3

STARRING
United Ar-iisis
JEFF BRIDGES • ELIZABETH ASHLEY . SLIM PICKENS

We regret the

2nd ACTION HIT

error and

YULBRYNNER
RICHARD BENJAMIN

apologize for
any confusion
it may

BOY. HAVE WE
GOT A
VACATION
FOR

YOU...

have caused.

PLUS THIS
FRI.-SAT.
BONUS LATE SHOW
What this film exposes
about under cover vice
cops can't be seen on
your television set

VVlsfWRU)
nan »*N*VIW».
115*1 UCT.
Mcinocoiofi

ELUOTT GCUID

ROBERT BLAKE

o

MOMKI

Sunday Brunch!

BLUE DENIM, WHITE, PLAIDS, CHECKS - ALL NEW SPRING JEANS

SPRING JACKETS

REG.

J

i4TO J18.OO

REG. $20 TO $25.00

LEISURE SUITS •

NOW

„...-

NOW 12^

22s-9

DENIM AS LOW AS

OTHER LEISURE OUTFITS A 7"_.

9&

29*3

FOOTBALL AND SOFTBALL JERSEYS
MESH -ONLY5^
V-NECK, RAGLAN SLEEVE - MANY COLORS
COTTON FOOTBALL JERSEY -S29 - TWO FOR 11.00
SEVERAL COLORS • TRIMMED WITH GOLD OR WHITE
NUMBER AND LETTERS AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL COLORS

All the $
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat
Offer
good 12 noon to 3 P.M.

Vi PRICE AND LOWER
SHIRTS - SLACKS - SPORT COATS
MANY MORE BIG FAT DEALS DURING

<&=>

THE DEN'S
10th ANNIVERSARY SALE
HOURS 10:00-6:00

E. W00STER ST.
across from the football stadium

Friday, April IS, 1975. Th. tO Nm/hfa S

SUMMER EMPtOYMDfT
IN THE OMAIFR CIF.VUANO AREA
SM5 ♦ PER MONTH
Your Own Ca' Necewary
' Scholmhip «nd Awtrd Pioftjmi
• Fun Compwiy Triming Provrtrt
• Profit Sfiwnt Piofttm
• C«rMf OpOOftimit«| 'yjiljblt
Cjll o. WnU Tod., Fo. a MM
Intt-vi* m Cltvtltnd
MARKET RF.SF.ARCH 1 MUI INC
6500 PEARL BO
PARMA HIS., OHIO, Ml JO
i216i M4 5350

SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES
AT CINEMA III - ALL SEATS $1.00

School serves needs
of handicapped students
By Gill H.rris
Twenty-one years ago. a small (rroup o(
Wood County residents who were concerned
about educating their mentally retarded
children organized Wood Lane School, the
(irst public institution in the county to serve
the special needs ot the retarded
When the school opened in 1954. 12 students
were supervised by one teacher and an aide
Today the school has an enrollment of 114
and a full-time teaching staff of 10
The students are separated into classes
according to their ages, according to Jan
Sheldon, principal of the school
She said that children from birth to three
years old are enrolled in the infant
stimulation program
SHELDON EXPLAINED the teacher tries
to "increase their (the children's
environmental awareness" by having the
children play with blocks with different types
of textures and allowing them to crawl freely
on the floor and carpet
Children three to six years old attend the
preschool program, those six to 12 are
enrolled in primary classes, and students 12
18 attend intermediate courses

CINEMA I
AT IOWLING CRCEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

NOW PLAYING
EVENINGS AT 8:00
SAT.-SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.

Students attend the pre-vocational
program after completing the intermediate
courses This program readies the student
for a job situation, as the child usually enters
Wood 1 .irir Industries at age 21
Sheldon stressed that Wood Lane
Industries had no maximum age limit for its
employes
She said anyone who is
handicapped, mentally retarded or wants to
learn a skill and is older than 17 can work in
the workshop

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW!
SATURDAY ONLY!

6 ACADEMY
AWARDS!
1

WOOD LANE INDUSTRIES contracts
with businesses for jobs for people who need
habilitation or rehabilitation These people
do many types of jobs, such as sorting and
assembling items for businesses. They also
make terrariums and candle sconces, among
other things, to sell to the public
"Our program is the same as any other
educational program." said Sheldon "We
teach self-realization so they (the students)
can make appropriate social contacts,
vocational self-realization so they can
perform a job and civic self-realization so
they're aware of the laws "
She added. We took the lid off the box.
that's ail Instead of saying, 'they can't do
that we give them a chance to see what they
are capable of doing

REMEMBER THE FRIDAY'S OF LAST YEAR?

•BEST PICTURE
' BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST DIRECTOR
' BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR

you be here this summer?
- are you interested in
sales?
■ are you interested in
advertising?
■ are you looking for an opportunity
to get experience in these areas?

REGULAR ACADEMY PRICESI
SEE IT AT OUR REGULAR LOW ADMISSION FEE!

CINEMA H
AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PIAIA

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7:15-9:15
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.
SUN. MAT. 2:15-4:30

The BG News needs a summer business staff.

HAPPY HOURS
on Friday afternoon at your favorite bar

MR. BOJANGLES
893 SOUTH MAIN

3 P.M.-7 P.M.

50% OFF
American Indian Jewelry

If interested come to 106 University Hall
and fill out an application.

Get off on
the
^
DOUBLE J™

WHEN CAROL BURNETT TEAMS UP WITH
LEMM0N AND MATTHAU YOU'VE GOT.

GUARANTEED FUNI
They'd do anything for a story
J^tM

and do W^lJP
ILEMMONAND

THE FRONT PAGE
COMING SOON TO B.G.
FUNNY LADY•SHAMPOO•
GREAT WALDO PEPPER
MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS
$1
1

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY!
ALL SEATS $1.00

Signed Pieces Included
FRI.-SAT,
SUN. ONLY!

1-75 i Route 20
Ptfrysbunj, Ohio

- Handcratttd Turquoise & Silver

NOW
EVE. AT 7:15-9:15
SAT.-SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.

RAMADA INN
Hopi-Navajo-Zuni

$1
1

i^S^

American Indian

.^^

Jewelry CO.

Security Guards on Duty

WALT DISNEY

APRIL 25,26 & 27
Fri. & Sat—10 a.m.-9 p.m
Sun.—10 a.m.-6 p.m.

(items$10to$1.000l

'••■• • ■■-.: K SSCAK

SElONG

PRODUCTIONS

Why take the time to roll with two papers, and lick twice for
one smoke? With double-width e-z wider you rolI one. I ick once
and you're off! There's no faster easier way to roll your own.
And there's no better gummed paper made. So roll with e-z
wider and get off on the double.
, „. .

WITCH Afoumirf
LAUGHTER AT ITS BEST!

PLUS

Chip'N DALE CARTOON FEST

tat* * IK. BO Ntwi, rrtstay. April 23, 1975

University production deserves credit
Review
By Mary Hit (In
The University Theater deserves credit for staging
Stephen Vincent Benet's epic poem "John Brown's Body "
It is rarely produced anywhere
The play is done in readers' theater format but needs a
stronger group of readers to hold the attention of the
audience and to express the intense emotion involved in its
characters' lives
It was obvious that the readers tried However, they gave
the impression that they did not feel their rules thai they
only studied them
BENET SUCCEEDED in writing the first and only

American epic poem It covers the time expanse of the Civil
War and develops five major characters and other minor
ones Benet created the personalities of these characters
with intense emotional internal and external conflicts
Throughout the course of the play, the readers are called
upon to narrate, portray more than one character and make
the characters believable They are supported with a 16member cast chorus which provides the singing,
background effects and some of the minor character voices.
Of the five main readers, two were better able to convey
the feelings of the characters they portrayed than the
others One. Rene Birnbaum. senior IA&SI. who plays the
innocent gypsy girl Meier a. and various other minor parts.
The other. John Morgan, junior IA&SI. portrays Clay

$

4.00 BLOUSE BONUS
(FRI.-SAT.)
Yes ■ you can buy a Spring Blouse for only $4.00!
Buy a print and a solid color and pay only
$
4.00 for one. (Long sleeve only)
^BK
Bring a friend and share the sa vings -

The Powder Puff

m

R)

525 Ridge

Wingale. the aristocratic rebel soldier Their voice qualities'
were a key factor in the projection of their roles
Cynthia Ferguson, junior (Ed.), who played Sally Dupre.
the young southern belle, and Mary Lou Wingale. the
southern aristocrat, warmed up toward the middle of the
reading and was then able to better express the sharp
viewpoints of the southern female from that era Again, her
thin voice quality fit these personalities.

Although the chorus is the most outstanding part of the
cast it served more to upstage the main readers rather than
enrich their performances. The chorus sang all the music
and did exceptionally well.
There was a great deal of body movement within the
chorus which was probably meant to create moods but
proved to be more distracting than anything else.
However, the most distracting incident from the chorus
was the wretchedly improvised bugle-a member of the
chorus bugled through his nose The unfortunate tooting
sounded more like a chicken being strangled than the
dignified horn it should have been.
It ruins the somber scenes in which it is inserted by
making the audience want to howl with laughter Would it
have been so hard to use a recording of a bugle?
If you have not seen "John Brown's Body.'' you may want
to try one of two things either go to the Library Audio
Center and listen to the records of the play, or see the playit may be the only time in your life you'll have the chance.

EDWARD MAGEL. freshman lA&S). whose main role
was Abraham Lincoln, was mediocre from the beginning,
but improved later in the production He was then only
adequate He seemed almost too conscious that he was an
actor trying to portray Abraham Lincoln
Gregory Rybak. senior (Ed I. took the role of the Yankee
soldier Jack Ellyat. and like Ferguson warmed up toward
the middle of the play.
He did especially well in the scenes with Melora and the
Battle of Gettysburg

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Ci>pi

7V Uw Anneki Til

ACROSS
1 — Lama
«i Airborne, as a
balloon
12 Induce (another)
to commit
Kerjury
13 Regard
egard with awe
16 German toast
17 Balanced
18 Washed
19 Compass pt.
20 Alexis or
or
Kate
21 Shoshonean
Indians
22 PetiU or plus
24 Preposition
25 Long narrow
inlet
26 — the hounds
(hunts)
26 Norse goddess of
healing
29 Miller and
Nicklaus
31 Roof edge
33 Wreathe together
34 Parts of joints,
in carpentrv
38 Drop, like a hot
potato
40 Searches
diligently
41 Faulty
44 Farm workers
411 Fvian. for
example
47 Wallach and
Whitney
4'.' Daughter of
Tantalus
60 Combining form
for saltpeter
51 "The crade of

Texas liberty"
53 Fade away
84 — ball, 19th
cent, rifle bullet
65 Gift
67 Snobbish kind of
climber
58 Ret sail
69 In an honest
manner
60 Stylish — ■
61 Floating ice
DOWN
1 Time period
2 Of greatest
importance
3 Misses
4 Barren
6 Bank abbr.
6 Broad
passageway
7 Car gear
8 Adjective suffix
9 Gravel and
Stone: Abbr.
10 Combining form
for "solitary"
11 Soprano Conner
12 Great display:
Colloq.
14 Opposite of solo
15 Spartan
magistrate
19 Seems drowsy
22 Relief pitchers:
Slang
23 Height
2'i Take place again
27 Cooking
chambers
30 Momentary mode
32 Adiective suffix
35 Village on the
Hudson

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE
36
37
39
40
41
42
43
45
48
50
52
54
66
57

Wedding
Scantily
Expended
Goddess of youth
Worry or trade
items
Parcel out
Dors and Ross
Units in scoring
Clever
Daintier
Von Bismarck
Re dispirited
Promise to pay:
Abbr.
Sound of distress

DOONESBURY
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Move,

by Garry Trudeau
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YOU KNOW, CMAKLK.
NORMALLY AT THIS
< <u
VMLMVBtOOINbHOMt V
FROMA OIK INCKeDIBLY PE/VtSSCP ABOUT
HOW i/NlMPlOYeP I AM

M*

BUT THANKS TO TNIS
NewfioenAL m&m.
l'M6ONNA6OH0M£
i] ANP DRtAM ABOUT
HANOSOMeWN&PeTBOlves SWIN6IN&
THROU0HMYWHDOW1
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THIS IS
A6ReAT
COUNTRY,

omi/e

THATSA
FACT, Alice!
see >ou TOMORROW
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
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Friday. April 25.1975
Active Christians Today Bible study Mac North Cafe 7 p m
All Jewish students & lacultv invited to celebrate the Sabbath in
Prout Chapel at 6 30pm
Saturday April'.* 1975
Open Photography Ub Km 232 Tech Bldg 9 a m 3 p m Open to
the BGSU Academic Community Chemicals are supplied Bring
your own print paper A lee ol | 50 will be charged to your bursar's
bill for each session
Sunday. April 27.1975
Duplicate Bridge Match today in the Ohio Suite. I'mon Play suns
promptly at 1 30 Open to all experienced bridge players with or
without partners
Sailing Club meeting Km 203 Kayes Hall. 7pm
Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship 6pm Si John's
episcopal Church. 1605 E W poster SI
BG KoSutemi Dojo practice session Rm 201 Hayes 6-6 p m Open to
all
BGSC Karate Club Gojukai meet in Aud
5 30-7 SO p.m.

St Thomas More Parish

Woodville Mall

■ mm l.nSulh '. i

LOW COST JET TRAVEL to
Europe. Africa. Middle East.
Far East at minimum cost,
maximum
flexibility and
minimum hassle'1 For information call EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS loll-free IBOOI 223
5569
Volunteers needed to work with
children ages 8 mo -4 yrs old at
Wood 1 -ane School Classes are
from 9 30-11 30 a m and from
1-3 p m daily Rides available
Contact Jan Ho! at 353-3085
alter 4pm
Happy Birthday Julie. Love.
The Studettes
Production Co needs creative
and original lyrical writer for
original instrumental
All
royalties paid Send qualifications and musical background
to PO Box 487 Toledo. Ohio
43692

Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St 4 p m

Nancy Manecke
Congratulations Golden Torch President'
We're all behind you 100 !
LtL. The ADPi Sisters.

Women For Women general meeting. Taf I Rm . Union. 5 30 p m

FOR SALE

Monday. April26. 1975

LOST AND FOUND

1557

LOST Ladies gold Hamilton
watch If found please call 24128 REWARD

Decisions" Need to talkEmotional and Material Pregnancv Aid 352 6236

LOST Gold wrislwatch West
clock Please call Barb 372 4086

WANTED

____

12 string Epip guitar (100
Seen at N Grove Gardens Apt
A-"after8p m
74 Vega GT Hatchback 4 spd
deluxe interior After 5 353
6964

HELP WANTED

Band needed for wedding Play
various tvpes of music Call 3520107

Pioneer 434 receiver. Pioneer
8100 amp . 2 Jenson 5 speakers
3524243

OPENINGS for 6 mature people
to work parttime Ph 352-5669
for interview

1 I rmml needed for fall
868 mo Call Deb 3524400

2 WSI for summer Call 288-4523
after 6

Needed m rmmts now 2
bdrms. 2 baths, call Jim 352
6424 after 8pm

SERVICES OFFERED

Mobile Home for sale 12 x 60.
skirted air conditioned washer
and dryer, util shed. 2 bdrm
Completely remodeled interior
Musi sell (4000 Gvpsv Lane
Estates 353-7133

PERSONALS

Abortion Information Service
Starting rate $125 Clinic very
close to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist Modern
techniques and finest faciliues
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service 1 -216-631 -

NEON CAT is back at SOP
'•Now thru Sunday 9 30 2 every
night Some Other Place Pub
110 North Main Street
Please remember to till out and
return the SGA Shuttle Bus
survey in today's paper
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS

*w

nse»hon

Women clothing sites 7-11 and
Baby clothes-all in good condition Some brand new April 25
from 4-6 p m 1 Sat i Sun
from 11 am -6 p m
300
Napoleon Rd. Apt. BIO.
FOR RENT
DELUXE Ig 3 rm fur apt
avail June 15 Close to unlv. Ph

352-5689
2 bdrm furnished apt to sublet
next year Haven House 352
Now leasing for June 1 1 bdrm
apts
Pinehurst Apts
220
Napoleon Rd 352 1460
APARTMENTS
2 bedrooms
furnished 352-4671
1 bedroom apartment S150 mo
Pinehurst Apartments Brand
new 220 Napoleon Rd 351' 1460
Kit apl lor sublet for summer.
util paid Call 353-1030
1 bdrm apt near campus
1155 mo all util paid 352 5557
Room with private kitchen
privileges Summer and fall "5
thru spring 76 428 N Prospect
Call 3531935
2 bedroom apartments near
Towers
Fall rales for 4
students Summer rates for 2.3
or 4 students 352-7365
Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352-7365
1 bdrm furnished apts ! block
from campus All utilities paid
Summer and or fall teases 3525329 or 823-7555 after 5
521 EAST MERRY. Less than
one block from campus 2
bedroom,
furnished, air
conditioned and in excellent
condition Tenants only pay the
electric Set up for 4 persons.
Only one vacancy left for fall
896 00 per person per month
FOR SUMMER 4 vacancies
835 00 per person per month, or
a total of 135000 for the entire
summer
S24 SIXTH
2 bedroom,
lurnished. air conditioned and in
excellent condition
Tenants
only pay the electric Set up for
4 persons Only 2 vacancies left
for fall 865 oo per person per
month
FOR SUMMER
3
vacancies S28 50 per person per
month, or a total o! 8275 00 for
the entire summer. For more
information call:
Newlove
Realty 153-7361

Friday. April». 1*75. Th. BO New./**** 7

Stickers host Ashland tomorrow

Could history repeat itself?
By Pelt Eaulckart
Sull Writer
If history could be expected to repeat itself.
Falcon
lacrosse
coach
Mickey Cochrane would be
confident about tomorrow's
2 p.m clash against Ashland
College at Doyt L Perry
Field
Last year the stickmen
turned
in a blue-ribbon
effort in downing the Eagles
16-5
But
despite
the
Falcons' current 6-1 overall
record and 4-0 slate in the
Midwest Lacrosse Association iMLAi. Cochrane cannot be assured of a similar
outcome
"I'm still looking for us to
play a complete ball game."
the BU coach said "It may
not come this year, but in

Scrimmage
The Falcon football team
will hold its final informal
scrimmage at 10 30 am.
tomorrow on the practice
field northeast of Doyt L
Perry Field
The
annual
intrasquad
game next Saturday will
terminate the spring drills
for coach Don Nehlen's
gridders

our i control I style we aren't
going to blow anyone out
without playing a full four
quarters "

BOWUNG GREEN'S ina
bility to log a complete
game
was
evident
in
Wednesday's 12-4 win over
Michigan State University, a
team
that
the
Falcons
downed. 8-0. last year
A slim 4-2 halftime lead
against the Spartans was
evidence of a lackluster first
half by the Falcons At one
point the stickers were
behind. 21. the first time
(hey trailed in a game this
spring after the opening season loss to Washington & Lee
I'niversity
Cochrane attributed part
of BCi s subpar performance
to the inclement weather

"One thing we've always
talked about is doing what
we do well and not letting
the other team's style throw
us off." Cochrane said "I
think we did that well They
hardly had the ball in the
third and fourth quarters ''
Another factor Cochrane
considered important in the
win was the team's confi
dence
"I don't think Ihe thought
of losing ever occurred to
many of the guys." he said
"Maybe this means we were
taking them too lightly, but
at least we were sure of our
selves "
HOWEVER. Cochrane did

say that Ashland may be a
more formidable opponent
than the Spartans, despite
the loss of Paul Brezovsky
and top goaltender Joel
Susano from last year's
team
Although Brezovsky. the
team's
second
leading
scorer a year ago. is no
longer on the Ashland squad,
the Eagles can call upon the
services of Rich Ferrari,
who has tallied 10 goals and
20 assists this year

THE MIDF1ELDS will
also be expected to lend a
hand in the scoring act Paul
Collins. Steve Cabalka and
Tony Vaccaro are the top
middie scorers this year

The Falcons will counter
with their potent offensive
attack in Verne Zabek. Bill
Grimes and John Grim The

Defensive chores will be
handled bv Mike Wilcox.
Cliff Holland and Bob Male
kolf Either Pat Collura or
Tom Donety will man the
goal and anchor the unit that
had allowed only five goals
in league play prior to
Wednesday's game

Women netters down ONU
two matches
to
Karen
Kalwa. 6-2. 6 2. while Pam
Heschel blasted ONl's Ann
Stark. 6-0.6-1

By l.auri Leach
Stall Writer

"AFTER BEING on the
road for so long i six games i.
naturally we were looking
forward to a nice day and
nice crowd.'' Cochrane said
"So in thai respect the game
was a mental downer and
just playing in the stuff
made it physically tough."
Even in the gloom of the
day and the lackluster performance. Cochrane singled
out several positive aspects
of the game

trio has combined for 24
goals and 22 assists this

Bowling Green's women
netters remained
undefeated as they squelched
Ohio Northern University
(ONU). 41. last Tuesday
The Falcons now own a 4-0
record while ONl's record
slipped to 1-2
Cathy Brady, a consistent
winner for BG. downed
Connie Compton. 6-3. 6-3. in
first singles competition
BG s Melissa Klide dropped

Joanne
Arnoldi
defeated
Deb Pekae and Brenda
Ridenour.6-l.B-3.

OHIO
NORTHERN
provided little competition
in doubles play as both
Bowling
Green
doubles
teams won in two straight
sets
Lisa Venner and Laurette
Payette mowed over their
first doubles opponents, so
6-2
The second doubles
team of Kim Olson and

The BG women netters
travel to Notre Dame
tomorrow to play matches
that were rained out last
weekend

•••

The women spikers will
host Central State in their
first home track meet at 9
.1 in tomorrow at Whittaker
Track

Falcon lacrosse midfielder Bill Grimes maneuvers behind the
Michigan Stale net in Wednesday's

Doyt L. Perry Field. {Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Rugged weekend schedule
for women's lacrosse unit
By I.mi i Leach

Staff Writer
The
women's
lacrosse
team will lake a 2-2 record
on Ihe road this weekend as
they leave for Athens today
for 10 am and 1230 p.m
matches against Ohio University IOUI and Kenyon
College tomorrow
The Falcons faced Ohio
Universily in a tournament
last year for the only meeting ever between the two
schools. BG coach Carol
burentim said OU's style is
basically similar to the
Falcons'.
"OU has good speed in
some positions, but I think
our girls can cope with Iheir
speed." she said
"I'm

hoping lor a good match "
Durenlini also said the BG
laxers have never played
Kenyon. but the Lords are
rumored to be a very physical team
MONDAY. BG'S lacrosse
team will travel to Kenyon
lor a second match
The women stickers won
two matches and lost one at
Sauk
Valley Farm
last
weekend
Mary Schlanger
highlighted
the
Falcons'
first match against Cuyahoga by scoring .ill four
goals as BG overcame Cu va
hoga.4 I
The scoring was evenly
distributed
as
Bowling
Green slipped by Ohio State.
4-2 l.u Ellen Touzeau scored

Car Wash r— Gulf —

two goals for the Falcons,
while Phyllis Starrett and
Judy Pelphrey shot one each
into the cage
GAIL
BILLET
scored
BG's only goal as Ihe Falcons stickers lost a heart
breaker to Ohio Wesleyan. 21
Coach Durentim said she
has been pleased with her
team's play in its pasl
matches.
"They're showing more
skillwork
and
stickwork
depth than they did earlier."
said Durenlini "They're a
nice unit of girls a ml I'm
hopeful that the rest of the
season will be good "

rNOW

|

RAIN CHECK
Falcon rugger Jo* Bonifai speeds toward a seer* in last weekend's 36-0

Wondering what to do this weekend?

the play. Both rugby standouts will play important roles for the Falcons this

Cardinal Room

Ruggers favored in MAC tournament
The annual Mid-American
Conference
IMACI
tournament takes place this
weekend at Oxford, and the
Bowling Green ruggers are
anticipating the success that
has
marked
previous
tourney appearances
The Falcon "B" team has
won the MAC championship
every
year
since
the
tourney's inception in 1969
The "A" team also has an
impressive record, taking
the title four straight years
before placing third the past
two seasons

The top two BG units are
both undefeated this season
and
are
loaded with
veterans For this reason.
the Falcons will enter the
tourney as the favorite
The Falcon "A" team will
battle Kent Slate. Northern
Illinois. Miami University
and Ohio University in a
round-robin affair

"WE HAVE ALL kinds of
people that won't be around
next year." player-coach
Buck McKinney said "So a
lot of guys are going to run
their guts out to leave as
MAC champs "

Love and
Luck For the
Bike Race

8-800-438-3710
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GET YOUR TICKETS"

"4 GREATS
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1 BIG SHOW"

drubbing of Akron at Sterling Farm field as teammate Jim Tremoulis pursues
weekend when the ruggers travel to Oxford to compete in the Mid-American
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COUPON EXPIRES
APflll K 1974

•INK SPOTS
•GLENN MILLER BAND
•HARAAONICATS
•TOMMY DORSEY BAND

1000 S. MAIN

ABORTION

»
»

TO SEE:

gas
15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50=
5 gal. 75'

Speed

12-4 win aver the

nAnn GU VG r Sp0'10"* The D{* »ticlcef». 6-l overoll and 4-0 in the Midwest
lacrosse Association, will host Ashland at 2 p.m. tomorrow at

Sigma Nu

THE "B" team will face
Toledo and Miami, and then
take on the winner of the
other division which consists
of Ohio University. Kent
State and Northern Illinois
The BG "C" team will
also
be in action this

weekend The "C" ruggers
will travel to Windsor. Ont.
to compete in the Rose City
tournament.
Other schools entered are
Sarnia.
Canadian-Anglo.
Michigan State iBig Ten
champs i and Detroit.

W 50* OFF ■£■
Good Only Fn. A Sol., April 25 A 36

Dance & Drink
to the music of

Thur. May 22nd • 8 p.m,
B.G.S.U. Perry Stadium
Bowling Green Ohio

PI*.
IICKil

•RUDYS HOT OOCS
•■CHS. SIACI RAND
•THI IOCKIR ROOM
•HOLIDAY IUICK
• DOMINO S PIZZA
•FALCON PIZZA
•WOOD COUNTY PRINTING

OR WRITE:

•TOMS TIM AND
AUTO SiRVICI
•fRISCHS
•ROY ROGERS
•MYIIS FIOWIRS
•AIPINE INN
•HAGER PHOTO
•SOUND ASSOCIATES
•UHIMANS

TICKET RESERVATIONS

BG Forties

Review. P.O. Box 774. Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

FRI.& SAT. 8-12 P.M.

Lowest Rates In B.G.
IHE HUTTH
PET fSl K )P

&v

ot

& l v.0.

tf

1011 S MAIN. BOWLING GREEN. O

Call Delbort 352-7671

CORD^

'■LARGEST PET SHOP IN OHIO"

352-8459
You are cordially invited

•

to

I

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
INFORMAL RUSH

GIGOLO NITE CLUB

5

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

UNIVERSAL SOUND SYSTEMS

SUMMER APARTMENT RENTAL
Air conditioned, two bedroom, completely furnished,
dishwasher, as low as $50 per person per month

Your
I* sis's

(UNION)

$

e

Sunday, April 27th

j
e

Pink Dogwood, Union I

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE
AIRPUMPS
HEATERS
BIZ0NIC OUTSIDE FILTER
HOODS FLORESCENT INC
ANDSTRIPS
ALSO AN ASSORTMENT OF
USED AQUARIUM SUPPLIES

PIRANHAS -4.98

'1.25
4.98
'7.99
'4.00
»6.00
»8.00

WE HAVE THE LOWEST
EVERYDAY PRICES IN TOWN

ON SALE
THIS WEEK ONLY

NEW
AMERICA
ONLY
134W.W00STER
352-4812
M-F 12:00-8:00 - SAT. 11:00-6:00

J."!/

Golfers host Invitational
"We regard it as a must tournament" -- BG's Piper
By Dick Reef
Anlil.nl Sporti Editor
Before the sixth annual Falcon Invitational golf
tournament Rets underway, a few people have some things
to say
Senior golfer Ken Walters said the Falcons are tired of
finishing third or fourth and they know they are a better
team than their record indicates.
Freshman Gary Treater said he thinks the BG linksters
can win "any" tournament if their play to their potential.
Fellow rookie John Miller is taking this weekend's
tourney just like any other tournament, because he does not
like to over-psych himself.
Co-captain Mark McConnell said the invitational should
help the Falcons, because there will be an added incentive to
win.
Sophomore Jim Decker, who has not played well this
spring, said he hit the ball much better in practice this week
and will keep trying to improve.
Junior Steve Mossing said he thinks the Falcons have £
"very, very good chance to win."
And coach John Piper calls it a "must tournament."

THANK YOU FOR your comments, gentlemen Now its
time to play golf
Ten teams will begin to tee-off at 11 30 am today on the
University golf course as the Falcons will attempt to win
back the title from defending champion Ohio University.
Eighteen holes are slated today, with 18 more carded for
tomorrow Tee-off time tomorrow will be 8:30 a.m. OUiet
schools entered in the tourney are Toledo. Kent State. Ohio
state ("B" team). Wooster. Ashland. Cleveland State,
Buffalo and the Falcon "B" team
Ohio University ended Bowling Greens four-year reign as
tourney titlists last spring as the Falcons finished in a tie for
second with Northern Illinois.
"I was depressed with second last year," Piper said. "We
have to win it back They (the players) and I regard it as a
must tournament
"It's a must that we score well." he explained. "However,
if some team plays 'lights out' and we don't win. it won't put
us in a bad frame of mind going into the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) Invitational "
The MAC Invitational will be played Monday at Miami
University, and is a determinant for the Northern
Intercollegiate field next week.

THREE MAC SCHOOLS will advance to the Northern
tourney, based on their finishes at last weekend's Kepler
Invitational and the MAC tourney.
Playing on their home course this weekend will not be a
major factor, according to most of the players.
•It wont be that much of an advantage, because we
haven't played on the course that much this year." Decker
said.
"It won't help us that much," Treater said. "It's (the
course) so wide open that anything could happen But we
have played it, so we might have a little edge."
"Playing on your own coarse, you have to feel you have
some kind of advantage," McConnell explained. "But it's
just like any other tourney you go out to win."
"NOBODY HAS PLAYED the back nine at all." Mossing
said. "But It will be good playing both nines, instead of going
off the front twice, like last year. And we will get a practice
round on the back nine, so we might have an edge the first
dayPiper said after the first day of play, any advantage the
Falcons have will be neutralized, because the other teams
will know what to expect.

Walters said the need for a victory is prominent in his
mind, but the golfers must be patient
"Everyone played decent last weekend at Ohio State.
except a few guys," the co-captain said. "It boosted our
confidence to finish"as high as we did (fifth).
"We're much better than what we've been doing, but we
haven't been finishing that bad." be continued. "To me.
that's encouraging. Even if we don't win. we'll have to wait
for another tourney to put it all together."
Piper said if the weather is decent, he is expecting the low
scores of the season from his team.
"WE'RE LOOKING FOR a couple of guys to shoot 73 or
better." the Falcon mentor said "We have to average 75 or
better to win."
Walters (77.0). McConnell (77 3). Miller 177.8). Treater
(78.9). Decker (79.0) and Mossing (80.8) will comprise the
Falcon lineup this weekend.
Bruce Keller. Dave Bastel. Bob Smith. Kay Ameen. Bill
Esch and John Cox form the Falcon "B" team, and Piper
has confidence in that group, also.
"I hope they'll really throw a challenge to win." Piper
said of his second unit. "I challenged the whole 12-man team
to finish one-two, without specifying any order "

Falcon pitchers on trial in MAC play
By Terry Goodmaa
To say thai the Falcon
baseball team's back to
back doubleheaders on the
road (his weekend are
important would be an
understatement
Traveling to Kent stale
University today and Athens
tomorrow to face rugged
Ohio University (OU). the

BG nine. 17-9 overall and 2 2
in Mid-American Conference (MAC) action, will
play four vital league
contests.
The Falcon pitching corps
will be severely tested this
weekend, and Falcon coach
Don Purvis believes his
hurlers are ready for the
laborous task
"YOU HAVE to be ready

when you play four that
count in the standings."
Purvis said
"But a big
problem is that we can only
carry 20 players on the road
"Eight of them have to be
pitchers, and that's still only
two a game." he added.
•The home team (dressing
as many men as it wants)
has the advantage."
Purvis indicated that Mike
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Hale(4 Hand Dan Hebeld
4) will start against the
Golden Flashes today. Kent
is 6-4 overall and 1-1 in the
MAC.
While Kent should be
hungry for action, the
Bobcats have been playing a
grinding schedule like the
Falcons. OU. like the
Falcons, has been doing
quite well.
The Bobcats sit atop the
loop with a 2-0 record and
have a 16-5 season ledger.
ACE RIGHTHANDER
Kip Young, who is 7-0 this
season, will go after his 15th
straight BG win over two
years in the first game of
the OU twinbill. Either Jim
Joyce (0-1) or Romie
Schweiterman (2-1) will get
the nod in the nightcap
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Besides the outstanding
mound efforts by Young, the
real feather in BG's cap has
been its red-hot hitting to
date
"This club has a little
more power than (my)
previous clubs," Purvis
said
Joe Meyer and Young lead
the sluggers with four
homers each, while catcher
Larry Owen has ripped
three
The team is swinging at a
torrid 302 pace. Shortstop
Randy Law leads the pack at
.367. followed by Meyer
( 350), Owen (.346) and
Young (.313).
Dale Swiger. Jerry Shupe
and Dick Selgo are also
hitting over 300 for the
Falcons

The Falcon netters host
the biggest showdown of the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC i tennis season today
and tomorrow when Central
Michigan. Western Michigan
and defending league chain
pion Miami invade the Ice
Arena courts
For the BG racketmen, 4-4
overall and 2-1 in league
play, this weekend's action
is a make-or-break situation
before the MAC championships. May 16-18 at Western
Michigan.
FIVE OF THE six return
ing MAC singles champions
from last year along with
two of the three winning
doubles' teams will be here
to face the stillest com pet i

tion since the 1974 league
championships.
The Falcons will host Central Michigan in the lidlifter
at 1 p.m. today. Western
Michigan and Miami, both
picked by many league
coaches as the teams to beat
this year, will also battle
today.
An important figure for
the Falcons this weekend
will be third-singles man
Rob Dowling. Dowling
expects keen competition all
weekend, but he Is looking
forward to playing one individual-Miami's Steve
Kendall
"KENDALL'S THE man
to beat." Dowling said.
He's a little confident that
he is going to win. But I
think I can be the best in the
league "
Dowling played fifth

singles last season, but has
moved up to the third spot
this year. Many people.
Dowling said, thought "I
was playing out of position.''
"At first. I thought so. but
through confidence last year
and this year. I know I can
do the job." he said
Dowling's antics on the
court have made him the
most "colorful" netter on
the squad He said he gets so
"wrapped up" in the game
that he never thinks of his
acts like throwing his racket
into the net and yelling, or
even screaming.
"Everyone thinks it's
I tennis >
a gentleman's
game." Dowling said "I get
in a lackadaisical mood and
then start the adrenalin
flowing
"Coach (Gill i will tell me
to calm down when I get

carried away. Then I see my
opponent yell and coach will
tell me that's what you. look
like," he added
ALTHOUGH Dowling gets
emotionally wrapped up in a
match, he said he likes to
"psyen people out" by saying "that's a good shot" or
other remarks to make the
opponent feel overconfident.
Dowling carries a 3-0 MAC
mark into the quadrangle
and could most likely wrap
up a seed with three wins.
For Dowling and teammates
Dave Trimble and Tim
Howell l also 3-01. at five and
six respectively, a seed is
within reach.
Along with Dowling, firstsingles netter Glenn Johnson
will have his hands full with
the defending MAC firstsingles champion Tony

Lamarato of Western and
runner-up Ken Daniels of
Miami
"If he (Johnson) likes
competition like I think he
likes competition, he's going
to be tough." Gill said.
"Johnson will be playing two
of the four best men he's
played all year this weekend "
The Falcons will man
Johnson at first singles. Bob
Green at the second spot and
Dowling at third. Captain
Doug Dennis will fill the
fourth spot while Trimble
and Howell. both with top
MAC marks will play fifth
and sixth respectively.
In doubles for BG.
Johnson and Dowling will be
at one. Green and Sid Couling will play second and
Trimble and Dennis are at
third

Trocksters to compete ot Penn relays
By Bill Estep
With a depleted distance
corps, the Falcon tracksters will once again shine in
the national spotlight this
weekend with action slated
at the Penn and Ball SUte
Relays
Coach Mel Brodt and nine
runners left for Philadelphia
early yesterday morning to
participate in the two-day
Penn event, labeled as the
showcase for the nation's
premier thinclad talent
Seventeen other BG spikers
will travel to Muncie. Ind.
tomorrow for the one-day
running hosted by conference foe Ball State
SOPHOMORE DAN
Dunlon. who sprained an
ankle while anchoring the
four-mile relay last weekend
at Kansas, will join distance
aces Bruce Vermilyea and
Tim Zumbaugh on the sidelines during this final weekend of relay action

Vermilyea.
defending
Mid-American Conference
t MAC i 880 titlist. is still
slowed in.a knee injury sustained two weeks ago at
Miami, while Zumbaugh has
not run since the season
opener with Northern Illinois
Even though the Falcons
garnered placings in only
three events last weekend at
the Kansas and Ohio State
Relays. Brodt claimed it
was not a lost effort
"We uncovered a couple of
runners at Ohio State that
should help us alleviate
some of these injuries."
Brodt said "Hal Thomas
performed well in the short
relays,
while Randy
Zimmerman looked pretty
good in the 440 and intermediate hurdles."
But Brodt said Zimmerman's clocking during a
time trial in the 880 this
week landed him a spot on
the traveling squad to Penn.

ICHWINN"
BICYCLES
ONE OF THE

THE FALCONS will par
ticipate in three preliminaries and one final event
today and the two-mile relay
final tomorrow. Brodt also
explained that sprinter
Brian Storm might compete
in the 100-yard dash preliminaries.
"In a large meet like this
one. there is a limit established on the number of
runners in each event,"
Brodt said. "The number for
the 100 is 24 and Brian is the
third alternate, so if three
scratch, he'll run."
The quartet of Thomas.

Storm. Tim LoDico and Don
See will enter the 880 relay,
while LoDico. Thomas. See
and Ron Taylor will tour the
oval in the mile relay.
LoDico. Storm. See and
freshman Rick Hutchinson
are scheduled to go in the
sprint medley prelims and
Hutchinson.
Zimmerman.
Tom Preston and Gary Desjardins will enter the finals
of the distance medley relay
today
FEATURED tomorrow
will be the finals of all
events plus the two-mile

final, where the Falcon foursome of Hutchinson. Desjardins. Preston and Zimmerman will challenge.
Brodt called the eastern
meet "a real carnival,
attracting between 5.000 to
6.000 participants."
Defending NCAA outdoor
champion Tennessee and
two-time indoor titlist Texas
El Paso (UTEP) will be
represented at Penn along
with three of America's top
seven milers. including Tony
Waldrop. Rick Wohluter and
Wilson Waigwa of Kenya
and UTEP.
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Falcon mound ace Kip Young uncorks a fastball in last
Tuesday's action against Notre Dam*. Young, who sports a
porfoct 7-0 rocord this spring, will bo gunning for hit ISth
straight victory in two seasons tomorrow at Athens.
(Nowsphoto by Jim Otborn)
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East Poe Road - Phone 372-2674
SEASON MEMBERSHIPS NOW ON SALE
BGSU Students
^acuity 8. Staff
Public

$ 50.00
$ 75.00
$150.00

(Family Plans Also Available)

352-3551,

GREENS FEES SCHEDULE

WORLD'S FINEST

Books Bike Store
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Crucial weekend for netters
ByDanGarfield
Aurtum Sports Editor
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3GSU Students
All Others ....

$4.00

STUDENT PLAY WELCOME!

$5.00
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